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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. The Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates generally to fluid
bed granulators, coaters and dryers. In particular, the
invention relates to a filter apparatus including a movable
filter bundle that can be selectively raised and lowered
to facilitate maintenance of one or more filter units on the
movable filter bundle.

2. The Relevant Technology

[0002] Granulation is a crucial stage in many indus-
tries, such as mineral processing, agricultural products,
detergents, pharmaceuticals, foodstuffs, and specialty
chemicals. It is a size enlargement process where fine
powder feed particles are bound together to form agglom-
erates or granules, a process that, for example, enables
the formation of tablets.
[0003] Wet granulation, one type of granulation, is a
process where the particles are bound together by a fluid
(also called a binder) which forms liquid bridges between
the particles to hold them together. The binding fluid is
usually a solvent, like water or ethanol, or a solution of a
polymeric binder in a solvent.
[0004] A fluid bed granulator is a tall cylindrical or rec-
tangular vessel containing a bed of particles. Air is forced
through a distributor at the base which fluidizes and ag-
itates the powder. A binding fluid is added by spraying
from above, below, or within the powder bed. These bind-
er drops collide with the powder particles and form liquid
bridges, which hold them together by capillary suction.
By heating the fluidizing air, the product can be granu-
lated and dried simultaneously, which is particularly use-
ful in the specialty chemical and pharmaceutical indus-
tries.
[0005] Fluid bed granulators, coaters, and dryers cre-
ate a large amount of dust that fills the process air used
therein. In order to prevent the release of this dust into
the environment these devices require the use of filter
systems.
[0006] One such filter system is a bag filter system as
illustrated in U.S. Patent No. 5,446,974 to Gubler, herein
incorporated by reference. The Gubler patent discloses
a filter assembly having a fluid bed chamber wherein the
process air enters from one end, is filtered by one or more
bag filters, and exits the opposite end. The bag filters are
rigidly attached to a mounting plate within the filter ple-
num during operation and are unattached and removed
from the filter assembly for servicing.
[0007] The individual bag filters disclosed in the Gubler
patent comprise flexible filter bags that are fitted over and
clamped onto underlying rigid frames. During operation,
the filter bags form around and through side bars of the
rigid frame in an accordion shape. Periodic cleaning of

the filter bags is achieved by applying a periodic pulse
of reverse air to the bag filter, forcing the filter bag outward
from the rigid frame and dislodging particulate matter that
has accumulated on the filter bag. Although this is re-
markably effective, the filter bag must be eventually re-
moved and cleaned or replaced.
[0008] Of course, a variety of other filter assemblies,
filters, and bag filters exist that can also be effectively
used to filter process air. With each of these filter systems
the degree of difficulty in cleaning or replacing a filter in
a fluid bed system can increase costs and limit the op-
erational time of the filter system and its corresponding
fluid bed system.
[0009] Patent No. 6,733,574, to Gubler, incorporated
herein by reference in its entirety, teaches the use of a
system for transporting a filter mount between a raised
operative position and a lowered maintenance position
that uses an index rod and associated structure to prop-
erly line up the filter mount when restored to the operative
position after maintenance. This has been an effective
approach for allowing simpler and faster maintenance
than was found in prior art systems. However, it suffers
from the tendency for the filter mount to spin and bang
around as it is moved between the operative and main-
tenance positions.
In DE 39 41 321 A1, a filter system is provided with a
hydraulic lifting device for moving filters between an op-
erating position and a cleaning position.
US 3,922,974 describes a replacement device for filter
candles which includes a lifting device consisting essen-
tially of a pull rod and a grip.
In US 4,309,200, a baghouse filter apparatus including
a collapsible bag filter assembly is described. Collapsing
of the bag filter assembly is achieved by means of a cable
and a winch.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] A movable filter system is provided for moving
one or more filters of a filter assembly between an oper-
ative position and a maintenance position.
[0011] A filter assembly is secured to a telescoping rod
assembly so that it may be moved between operative
and maintenance positions. Positioning the rod assembly
vertically allows gravity to move the rod assembly to an
extended position, and a winch and cable is used to move
the rod assembly to a retracted position.
[0012] Keyways and channels are be used within the
rods of the telescoping rod assembly so as to maintain
rotational positioning of the filter assembly.
[0013] These and other objects and features of the
present invention will become more fully apparent from
the following description and appended claims, or may
be learned by the practice of the invention as set forth
hereinafter.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] To further clarify the above and other advan-
tages and features of the present invention, a more par-
ticular description of the invention will be rendered by
reference to specific embodiments thereof which are il-
lustrated in the appended drawings. It is appreciated that
these drawings depict only typical embodiments of the
invention and are therefore not to be considered limiting
of its scope. The invention will be described and ex-
plained with additional specificity and detail through the
use of the accompanying drawings in which:
[0015] Figure 1 is an elevation view of a granulator
which contains the subject matter of the present inven-
tion;
[0016] Figure 2 is a cross-sectional view taken along
the lines A-A of Figure 1, and exposing elements of the
movable filter system of the present invention in the op-
erative position;
[0017] Figure 3 is a cross-sectional view similar to Fig-
ure 2, but showing elements of the movable filter system
in the maintenance position;
[0018] Figure 4 is a perspective view of the telescoping
rod assembly depicted as a component of the movable
filter system of Figures 2 and 3.
[0019] Figure 5 is a side view of the telescoping rod
assembly of Figure 4 in the expanded state;
[0020] Figure 6A is a cross-sectional view of the rod
assembly of Figure 5 taken along the lines A-A;
[0021] Figure 6B is a cross-sectional view of the rod
assembly of Figure 5 taken along the lines AG-AG;
[0022] Figure 7 depicts the rod assembly of Figure 5
in and retracted state;
[0023] Figure 8 is a cross-sectional view of the rod as-
sembly of Figure 7 taken along lines B-B;
[0024] Figure 9 is a cross-sectional view of the rod as-
sembly of Figure 7 taken along the lines C-C;
[0025] Figure 10 is a perspective view of the telescop-
ing rod assembly of Figure 4 shown in a retracted posi-
tion;
[0026] Figure 11 is a perspective view of the lowest
member of the illustrated telescoping rod assembly;
[0027] Figure 12 is a side view of the rod member il-
lustrated in Figure 11;
[0028] Figure 13 is a cross-sectional view of the rod
member of Figure 12, taken along the line K-K;
[0029] Figure 14 is a side view of the rod member of
Figure 11;
[0030] Figure 15 is a cross-sectional view of the rod
member of Figure 14, taken along the line L-L;
[0031] Figure 16 is a perspective view of the next high-
er rod member of the telescoping rod assembly;
[0032] Figure 17 is a side view of the rod member of
Figure 16;
[0033] Figure 18 is a cross-sectional view taken along
line L-L of Figure 17;
[0034] Figure 19 is a cross-sectional view taken along
line M-M of Figure 17;

[0035] Figure 20 is a cross-sectional view taken along
line AL-AL of Figure 17;
[0036] Figure 21 is a perspective view of the next larger
rod member of the telescoping rod assembly;
[0037] Figure 22 is a top view of the rod member of
Figure 21;
[0038] Figure 23 is a side view of the rod member of
Figure 21;
[0039] Figure 24 is a cross-sectional view taken along
line G-G of Figure 23;
[0040] Figure 25 is a perspective view of the next larger
rod member of the illustrated telescoping rod assembly;
[0041] Figure 26 is a top view of the rod member of
Figure 25;
[0042] Figure 27 is a side view of the rod member of
Figure 25;
[0043] Figure 28 is a cross-sectional view taken along
the line H-H of Figure 27;
[0044] Figure 29 is a perspective view of the largest
rod member forming the illustrated telescoping rod as-
sembly;
[0045] Figure 30 is a top view of the rod member of
Figure 29;
[0046] Figure 31 is a side view of the rod member of
Figure 29;
[0047] Figure 32 is a cross-sectional view taken along
line J-J of Figure 31.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0048] The present invention relates to improved mov-
able filter assemblies. The assemblies generally com-
prise a filter mount and a mechanism that can be selec-
tively moved between an operative position and a main-
tenance position. In the operative position air is filtered
through filters attached to the filter mount. In the mainte-
nance position the one or more filters attached to the filter
mount can be quickly inspected, serviced, and/or re-
placed. Thus, movable filter assemblies in accordance
with the present invention minimize the down time that
is required to service filters.
[0049] One advantage of the movable filter systems of
the present invention is the ability to provide for ease of
access to the filter(s). For example, it is often difficult to
access filters in conventional filter assemblies and sig-
nificant portions of an associated fluid bed system must
often be disassembled in order to access filters for serv-
icing. By way of contrast, the filter assembly of the present
invention provides ready access to the filter(s) when the
movable filter assembly is in the maintenance position.
[0050] Additional advantages of the present invention
will become readily apparent to those skilled in the art
from the following detailed description, wherein currently
preferred embodiments of the invention are shown and
described in the disclosure. The various specific details
set forth in the following description provide a thorough
understanding of the present invention by reference to
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an exemplary embodiment. It is to be understood that
this exemplary embodiment is not to be limiting of the
scope of the invention, and it will be apparent to one
skilled in the art in view of the teachings herein that the
present invention may be practiced without these specific
details.
[0051] In some instances, well known aspects of flu-
idized bed and filtering processes and machinery have
not been described in particular detail in order to avoid
unnecessarily obscuring the present invention.
[0052] It is to be understood that the drawings, wherein
like structures are provided with like reference designa-
tions, are diagrammatic and schematic representations
of embodiments of the present invention and are not nec-
essarily drawn to scale. In addition, the drawings only
show the structures necessary to understand illustrations
of the present invention. Additional structures known in
the art have not been included to maintain the clarity of
the drawings.
[0053] Figure 1 depicts a granulator system 100 which
by reference to the cross-sectional view of Figures 2 and
3, contains an embodiment of a movable filter assembly
in accordance with an aspect of the present invention.
[0054] Figure 2 is a cross-sectional view of the gran-
ulator of Figure 1. Figure 2 depicts the securement of a
telescoping rod assembly 108 to a top plate 106 at the
upper end of granulator 100. The lower end of telescoping
rod assembly 108 is mounted to a filter connection plate
110, which in turn has mounts for one or more filters (not
illustrated for clarity in the drawing). Figure 2 depicts the
telescoping filter mount assembly in the retracted posi-
tion, which in this embodiment is the operative position
for use when the granulator is in use.
[0055] Figure 3 is substantially the same view as Fig-
ure 2, but depicts the telescoping rod assembly in the
extended position, which is this embodiment is the main-
tenance position, and allows ready access to the filters
for cleaning, replacement, inspection, or other mainte-
nance activities.
[0056] The illustrated embodiment of Figures 2 and 3
show the use of a winch 112 and an associated cable
104, which is attached to the lowermost of the rod mem-
bers forming the rod assembly, as may be better seen
by reference to Figure 11, which illustrates the use of a
cable mount 114 to receive and secure the end of cable
104. Although a winch and cable are depicted in the il-
lustrated embodiment for moving the telescoping rod as-
sembly between the maintenance and operative posi-
tions, it should be understood that other structures could
be substituted for a winch and cable assembly. For ex-
ample, one could substitute a hydraulic assembly to
move the telescoping rod assembly between the two po-
sitions, or one could use a gear assembly and an asso-
ciated motor.
[0057] One aspect of the present invention is to provide
the various members of the rod assembly with structure
that serves to maintain the rotational orientation of filter
connection plate 110 in both the operative and mainte-

nance positions.
[0058] The illustrated embodiment utilizes a series of
sections of keystock and corresponding grooves in
neighboring rod members to maintain the rotational ori-
entation of connection plate 110. For example, Figure 14
depicts the use of keystock sections 116A, 116B, 116C,
and 116 D on rod sections 120, 122, 124 and 126, re-
spectively. Figure 20 illustrates the use of a groove 118A
in rod member 122 that is sized and shaped to receive
keystock 116A of rod member 120 in sliding engagement
in a manner that permits easy extension or retraction of
the rod members while maintaining rotational positioning
of the two rod members with respect to one another, and
accordingly of the filter connection plate affixed to the
lower end of rod member 120. It should of course be
understood that other structures may be used for main-
taining such rotational positioning.
[0059] Figures 5, 6A, 6B, 7, 8 and 9 further illustrate
aspects of telescoping rod assembly 108. Figures 11,
12, 13, 14 and 15 show aspects of rod member 120.
Figures 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20 illustrate aspects of rod
member 122. Figures 21, 22, 23 and 24 illustrate aspects
of rod member 124. Figures 25, 26, 27 and 28 illustrate
aspects of rod member 126. Figures 29, 30, 31 and 32
illustrate aspects of rod member 128.
[0060] Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the use of a filter plate
attachment 130 for use in affixing filter connection plate
110 to rod member 120. It would be possible to use al-
ternative structure to affix the lower end of rod member
120 to the filter connection plate, or to weld the two to-
gether, or to use some other structure for effecting se-
curement of the filter connection plate.
[0061] Many changes to the specifics of the illustrated
embodiment are contemplated within the scope of the
present invention. For example, the illustrated system is
a granulator, but could be another system. The illustrated
granulator uses gravity to assist in lowering the movable
filter system as the winch lowers the attached cable, but
it would be possible to operate a movable filter system
without reliance on gravity. The illustrated system depicts
the operative position of the movable filter system in the
retracted positioning of the telescoping rod assembly,
but it is possible to design the system so that the main-
tenance position is reached while the telescoping rod as-
sembly is retracted and the operative position is obtained
by extending the telescoping rod assembly. It has already
been noted that alternatives to a key stock and groove
system could be used to maintain rotational positioning
when such positioning is desired. It would also be pos-
sible to utilize multiple telescoping rod assemblies, each
associated with single or multiple filters rather than a sin-
gle telescoping rod assembly as illustrated. One of ordi-
nary skill would appreciate many additional changes that
might be made after reviewing the teachings herein.
[0062] The illustrated embodiment depicts the use of
five telescoping rod members. It should be appreciated
that more than five rod members or fewer than five rod
members may be used.
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[0063] The present invention may be embodied in oth-
er specific forms without departing from its spirit or es-
sential characteristics. The described embodiments are
to be considered in all respects only as illustrative and
not restrictive. The scope of the invention is, therefore,
indicated by the appended claims rather than by the fore-
going description. All changes which come within the
meaning and range of equivalency of the claims are to
be embraced within their scope.

Claims

1. A movable filter system, comprising:

(a) a filter assembly comprising one or more fil-
ters;
(b) a telescoping rod assembly (108) secured to
the filter assembly, said telescoping rod assem-
bly (108) being movable between a retracted po-
sition which places the filter assembly in an op-
erative position, and an extended position which
places said filter assembly in a maintenance po-
sition,

the operative position and the maintenance position
being located in a vertical arrangement with respect
to one another, the telescoping rod assembly (108)
comprising a winch element (112) for use in raising
the filter assembly to a raised position, and which
allows gravity to move the filter assembly to a lower
position, and
said telescoping rod assembly (108) comprising a
plurality of telescoping members (120, 122, 124,
126) with keystock sections (116A, 116B, 116C,
116D) and corresponding grooves (118A) in neigh-
boring telescoping members (116A, 116B, 116C,
116D) for maintaining rotational positioning of the
filter assembly.

2. The movable filter system of claim 1, wherein the
raised position is the operative position, and wherein
the lowered position is the maintenance position.

3. The movable filter system according to claim 1 or 2,
comprising a filter connection plate (110) connected
to the lower end of the telescoping rod assembly
(108).

4. A granulator system comprising a movable filter as-
sembly according to any one of the preceding claims.

Patentansprüche

1. Bewegliches Filtersystem, umfassend:

(a) eine Filteranordnung, welche einen oder

mehrere Filter umfasst;
(b) eine Teleskopstangenanordnung (108), wel-
che an der Filteranordnung befestigt ist, wobei
die Teleskopstangenanordnung (108) beweg-
lich ist zwischen einer zurückgezogenen Positi-
on, welche die Filteranordnung in einer Be-
triebsposition positioniert, und einer ausge-
streckten Position, welche die Filteranordnung
in einer Wartungsposition positioniert,

wobei die Betriebsposition und die Wartungsposition
zueinander in einer vertikalen Anordnung liegen, wo-
bei die Teleskopstangenanordnung (108) ein Win-
denelement (112) zur Verwendung beim Heben der
Filteranordnung in eine angehobene Position um-
fasst, welche es ermöglicht, dass die Schwerkraft
die Filteranordnung in eine tiefere Position bewegt,
und
wobei die Teleskopstangenanordnung (108) eine
Vielzahl von Teleskopelementen (120, 122, 124,
126) mit Passfederabschnitten (116A, 116B, 116C,
116D) und entsprechenden Rillen (118A) in benach-
barten Teleskopelementen (116A, 116B, 116C,
116D) zum Beibehalten einer Drehpositionierung
der Filteranordnung umfasst.

2. Bewegliches Filtersystem nach Anspruch 1, wobei
die angehobene Position die Betriebsposition ist,
und wobei die tiefere Position die Wartungsposition
ist.

3. Bewegliches Filtersystem nach Anspruch 1 oder 2
umfassend eine Filterverbindungsplatte (110), wel-
che mit dem unteren Ende der Teleskopstangenan-
ordnung (108) verbunden ist.

4. Granulatorsystem, welches eine bewegliche Filter-
anordnung nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche umfasst.

Revendications

1. Système de filtre mobile, comprenant :

(a) un ensemble filtre comprenant un ou plu-
sieurs filtres ;
(b) un ensemble tige télescopique (108) fixé sur
l’ensemble filtre, ledit ensemble tige télescopi-
que (108) pouvant être déplacé entre une posi-
tion rétractée qui place l’ensemble filtre à une
position de fonctionnement, et une position
étendue qui place ledit ensemble filtre à une po-
sition d’entretien,

la position de fonctionnement et la position d’entre-
tien étant situées dans un agencement vertical l’une
par rapport à l’autre, l’ensemble tige télescopique
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(108) comprenant un élément treuil (112) destiné à
être utilisé pour soulever l’ensemble filtre à une po-
sition levée, et qui permet le déplacement par gravité
de l’ensemble filtre à une position abaissée, et
ledit ensemble tige télescopique (108) comprenant
une pluralité d’organes télescopiques (120, 122,
124, 126) avec des rainures (116A, 116B, 116C,
116D) et des canaux correspondants (118A) dans
des organes télescopiques voisins (116A, 116B,
116C, 116D) afin de maintenir le placement rotation-
nel de l’ensemble filtre.

2. Système de filtre mobile selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel la position levée est la position de fonc-
tionnement, et dans lequel la position abaissée est
la position d’entretien.

3. Système de filtre mobile selon la revendication 1 ou
2, comprenant une plaque de connexion de filtre
(110) connectée à l’extrémité inférieure de l’ensem-
ble tige télescopique (108).

4. Système de granulation comprenant un ensemble
filtre mobile selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes.
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